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What happened during the last 2 years



…some industry numbers



Profile of Long-haul Truck Drivers
Target Market

- There are 390,000+ small business owner/operators registered in the U.S. today
- Approximately 16 million trucks are currently in use in the US
- Most are Truck Load Carriers (TL) – dry van & flatbed trailers are commonly 
owned
- Average age is 55, in industry for over 26+ years, owned and operated truck for 
18+ years
- Creatures of habit
- Averages 105,000 miles per year
- 69% own either a desktop computer, laptop or both
- Biggest maintenance issues – Tires & Engine
- Average maintenance costs per year is $14,000
- 36% served in military
- 90% are registered voters, mainly republican followed by independent 



The Apollo ELD is an out-of-the-box, affordable, plug & play e-Logging tool that 
saves drivers time and money. 

Provides drivers with the option to BYOD or it comes packaged with a tablet.

The tool allows Independent Truck Drivers & Commercial Vehicle 
Operators to comply with the new HOS regulations instantly. 

For owner-operators our AOBRD system, the
Apollo ELD, is a simple transition when they’re ready 
to make the move to an ELD.

The Apollo ELD provides valuable add-on features to help drivers save time and 
fuel, extend the life of their vehicles and pocket more of their earnings.



A desktop project

The Apollo ELD is an out-of-the-box, affordable, plug & 
play e-Logging Solution
Automatically Logs your on-duty/ off-duty hours.
Tracks your mileage
Speeds up vehicle inspection
Automates IFTA reporting
Meets government HOS requirements 
Turns e-logging into a certified ELD in minutes
Works with any mobile device 





A desktop project
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A desktop project
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Shipment negotiation
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